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READING THE DEL DASHBOARD
This icon is used when there is an upward change since the last
data point. An asterisk indicates the change is statistically
significant.
This icon is used when there is a downward change since the
last data point. An asterisk indicates the change is statistically
significant.

This icon is used when there is no change from the last data
point, or the change was smaller than 1% in size.
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Tracking the British
(Welsh) public’s
engagement with global
poverty and sustainable
development

ENGAGEMENT BATTERY – JUNE 2022
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Question: Thinking about global poverty and development, which of the following have you done, if any, in the past 12 months?
(% who have taken each action)
Sample size n= total n=1,882, Wales n=247, England/Scotland n=1635 | Fieldwork by YouGov, 30 May -1 Jun 2022

There is one significant difference
between Welsh and non-Welsh British
engagement: The Welsh are 11% more
likely to engage with global poverty by
discussing it with friends, family or
others. The Welsh public are also 3%
more likely to purchase or boycott
goods based on the product or
company's engagement with global
poverty reduction, but this difference is
not statistically significant.
More generally, like non-Welsh Great
Britain, the Welsh public are most likely
to engage with global poverty through
reading, watching or listening to news.
They are least likely to engage by
attending a march, rally or protest
related to global poverty.
To see historical shifts in engagement
behaviours since 2019 for all of our
Great Britain, download our Great
Britain Dashboard for June 2022 on the
Development Compass website.
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DEL SEGMENTATION – JUNE 2022
The size of engagement segments in
Wales is relatively similar to Great Britain,
with some key differences. The Totally
Disengaged in Wales make up 26% of the
population, compared with 31% in nonWelsh Great Britain. 21% of the Welsh
public are Transactionally Engaged,
compared with 19% in the rest of Great
Britain. Finally, 22% of the Welsh public
are considered Purposively Engaged,
compared with only 19% in Great Britain.
On the whole, the Welsh public are
slightly more engaged than the rest of
Great Britain.
Like other countries we survey, the largest
portion of the public is Totally
Disengaged (at 26%), but the Welsh
Marginally Engaged are not far behind, at
23%.
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Sample size n= total n=1,882, Wales n=247, England/Scotland n=1635 | Fieldwork by YouGov, 30 May -1 Jun 2022
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TRENDS IN DONATIONS – 2019/2022
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Again, this is a baseline survey for
Wales so we are unable to offer
historical analysis yet, but here we see
that the percentage of the Welsh public
that have donated to a global poverty
charity in the last 12 months stands at
26%, one percentage point than
England and Scotland.

England/Scotland

Question: Thinking about global poverty and development, have you donated money to an international NGO or charity working on the
issue in the past 12 months? (% who donated)
Sample size n= total n=1,882, Wales n=247, England/Scotland n=1635 | Fieldwork by YouGov, 30 May -1 Jun 2022
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EFFICACY BATTERY – JUNE 2022
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Efficacy is the degree to which one
believes one can make a difference. We
see slightly higher personal efficacy in
Wales compared with Great Britain in all
categories, most evidently for Businesses
& Corporations and the UK government,
although none of these differences are
statistically significant. In all countries
where we survey, personal efficacy tends
to be the lowest, and the efficacy of
businesses and corporations has been on
the rise.

England/Scotland

Question: How much of a difference, if any, do you think each of the following can make to reducing poverty in poor countries?
(% who say they can make a difference or a great deal of difference)
Sample size n= total n=1,882, Wales n=247, England/Scotland n=1635 | Fieldwork by YouGov, 30 May -1 Jun 2022

DEL TRACKER

Tracking public opinion on
global issues, global poverty,
and sustainable development
in Great Britain (Wales)

MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES – JUNE 2022
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Question: Thinking about the issues below, which of the following do you personally care about? (% who select issue of concern)
Sample size n= total n=1,882, Wales n=247, England/Scotland n=1635 | Fieldwork by YouGov, 30 May -1 Jun 2022

When asked which issues they personally
care about, the Welsh public said economic
crises, job security and wages is of the
most concern, consistent with the rest of
Great Britain, though this category was
selected, significantly, 5% less often in
Wales. This means the Welsh public view
economic crises and the next most
concerning issue – Climate change, the
environment, biodiversity and pollution –
as nearly tied for the most concerning
issue. Concern for climate change is
significantly higher in Wales.
The Welsh public see Education,
healthcare, clean water and hunger in
developing countries as the fifth most
concerning issue, compared with England
and Wales who view it as the sixth most
concerning issue, after Immigration,
migration and refugees. By comparison, the
Welsh public chose immigration, migration
and refugees 7% less frequently than
England and Scotland, a statistically
significant difference.
Finally, Populism, nationalism and political
extremism were chosen 5% more often in
Wales than in the rest of Great Britain.
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ATTITUDES AND PUBLIC OPINION – JUNE 2022
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Sample size n= total n=1,882, Wales n=247, England/Scotland
n=1635 | Fieldwork by YouGov, 30 May -1 Jun 2022
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TRENDS IN AID SUPPORT – 2019/2022
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Question: Of its total budget of nearly £810 billion, the UK government currently allocates 1.7 percent, or £14 billion, to overseas aid to poor countries.
Do you think that the government should increase or decrease the amount of money that it spends on overseas aid to poor countries? (% who thinks we
should keep or increase current expenditure levels)
Sample size n= total n=1,882, Wales n=247, England/Scotland n=1635 | Fieldwork by YouGov, 30 May -1 Jun 2022

Attitudes toward keeping or
maintaining the current aid budget in
Wales are comparable to those in the
rest of Great Britain. It's important to
note that support has risen significantly
since cuts to the aid budget in April
2021, from 44% in January 2021 to 57%
in June 2022.
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DATA
The data for this deck come from the DEL Tracker (total n=1,882, Wales
n=247, England/Scotland n=1635). Fieldwork conducted by YouGov, 30
May – 1 June 2022. The regional samples are not large enough to
identify statistically significant changes in our series, so the analysis
presented in this deck comparing UK regions is purely descriptive.

USE
DEL data and analysis are a public good and can be used and shared
with the appropriate citation.

CITATION
Morini, P. 2022. DEL Dashboard – Wales June 2022. London:
Development Engagement Lab.

The Development Engagement Lab (DEL) is a five-year study of
public attitudes and engagement with global development in
France, Germany, Great Britain, and the United States (20182023).
DEL is a partner focussed research programme, convening and
co-producing research and insights with over 30 international
development NGOs and government agencies to understand the
drivers of engagement and inform development
communications.
Fieldwork is carried out by YouGov and surveys are weighted to
be a nationally representative of the adult population. DEL is
funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and led by
Professor Jennifer Hudson (University College London) and
Professor David Hudson (University of Birmingham).

The Development Engagement Lab
(Aid Attitudes Tracker Phase 2) has three goals:
1. Co-production of an evidence base for development
campaigning
2. Enabling collaboration across the sector
3. Increasing advocacy capacity through the sharing of research
and strategic insights
You can find out more information about DEL research at
www.developmentcompass.org, follow us on Twitter
@DevEngageLab or by contacting del@ucl.ac.uk.
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